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EDITORIAL The New Swiss Chemical Society
and CHIMIA on the Internet

NSCS:
CHIMIA:

http://sgich1.unifr.chlnscs/nscs.hmtl
http://sgich1.unifr.chlchimialhome/chimia.html
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The Nev Swiss Chemical Society represents chemistry in the broadest sense in S'witzerland aDdin
interDlltional organiz tions. It notably enga.gusa.n:

• Information, discussion and education in all fields of pure and IIpplied chemistry includ.ing economical,
ecological and social perspectives. Por this purpose it organizes and supports scienbfic meetings,
workshops and other activities that serve the chemical community in Switzerland.

• Activities that promote the interests of chemists In Switzerland and in interDlltioDll1professional
organinbons.

• Publications lib Halvelir:.r ellimicl Acid and LIJJ,
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The quantum jump in the evolution of information technology leading to the wired world will leave not many institutions
untouched. Certainly, our members expect from their Society an effort to provide them with this highly convenient source of
information. Already some months ago, we obtained authorization to utilize a server at the University of Fribourg for that
purpose. Now, our homepage has reached a state, where we can announce it for the first time officially. We are aware of the
fact that a lot remains to be done, but I am confident that in the next months this instrument will be developed rather rapidly;
we encourage our members and all readers of CHIMIA to check the pages frequently and watch this progress. We would
appreciate highly your comments and suggestions for improvements. The homepage of CHIMIA itself is in a yet more
embryonic state, but again, we hope that it will develop rapidly.
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